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User Manual
Thank you for purchasing the LINDY modular solution for mounting numerous displays to your
workspace. This range of brackets can hold a single monitor up to 20”, two 17” monitors vertically or
horizontally, four 17” monitors and three or six 15” monitors at the same time. The brackets and poles
are finished with the same silver look and also have the added benefit of a cable management system in
the extended arms. Each bracket conforms to the VESA mounting standard (75x75mm & 100x100mm).
This manual will show you how you create the various mounting solutions and how to clamp the poles to
your desk. Please take note of the maximum weights supported by each bracket to avoid any damage to
your desk or monitors.
40692: Short pole with clamp (450mm)
40693: Long pole with clamp (700mm)
Both the long and short pole clamp to the desk in the same manner.

40695: Single short bracket – Max 10kgs each monitor
40696: Single long bracket – Max 10kgs each monitor
40697: Double long bracket – Max 6kgs each monitor

Short Bracket

Long Bracket

Both the long and short brackets attach to your monitor in the
same way using the screws provided
The single and double long brackets both have a built in cable
management system. Feed your cables through the hoops to
create a tidier installation.

Adjusting the torque

User Manual
Here are some suggestions on how to use the various components of the modular LCD brackets. These
suggestions are for 17” monitors, if you are using 15” monitors you can fit up to six screens on the long
pole.

You can use a single short or
long arm on the short pole

You can use two long brackets horizontally or
three screens when using 15” monitors and a
short single bracket

You can use the
long pole with two
long or short
brackets vertically

This setup shows four monitors using the
long pole and four long bracket arms. Using
the same pole and two short brackets you
can have up to six 15” monitors.
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